Thank you for visiting our pages. Please Add to our guestbook!
best time at expert level is 126. have been playing for 2 years.
larry pace <pacer99@aol.com>
tucson, az usa - Friday, August 20, 1999 at 15:10:30 (EDT)
hi minesweeping ppl, my bests : 1/22/74
Eng Tat Khor <etkhor@hotmail.com>
Petaling Jaya, Selangor Malaysia - Friday, August 06, 1999 at 17:29:19 (EDT)
Hallo½"{$ My records are 4/22/89.
Stefan Brandt <orchid126@hotmail.com>
Ljungby, Småland Sweden - Friday, June 04, 1999 at 07:32:35 (EDT)
We have a new game at our site that has a global hiscore list that allows you to see replays of all the
hiscoring games. This allows you to learn from other player's strategies! Visit the game at:
http://www.centerscore.com/games/breakpoint
Oliver <oliver@centerscore.com>
Silicon Valley, California USA - Sunday, May 30, 1999 at 04:35:20 (EDT)
Hallo! I have beat my records again. Now they´re 4/22/92
Stefan Brandt <orchid126@hotmail.com>
Ljungby, Småland Sweden - Tuesday, May 18, 1999 at 06:55:31 (EDT)
Hallo everybody! I improve all the time. My best times are now 4/30/104.Bye everybody!
Stefan Brandt <orchid126@hotmail.com>
Ljungby, Småland Sweden - Friday, May 14, 1999 at 17:09:24 (EDT)
Minesweeper is a drug for me.. I have to stop it. Now. 26s will be my intermediate record for the
eternity!
Cartolà (Danilo Frulli) <dafrulli@tin.it>
San Leo, PS Italy - Thursday, May 13, 1999 at 18:46:45 (EDT)
My best times are 1-8-29.( Joke). I have already wrote my records. They are 4/32/104
Stefan Brandt <orchid126@hotmail.com>
Ljungby, Småland Sweden - Tuesday, May 11, 1999 at 05:38:15 (EDT)
My best times are 1-8-29.( Joke). I have already wrote
Stefan Brandt <orchid126@hotmail.com>
Ljungby, Småland Sweden - Tuesday, May 11, 1999 at 05:37:48 (EDT)
Hello mineweeper freaks!. This is game is great.My best times are 4 beginner 32 intermediate 104
expert. Bye minesweeper freaks
Stefan Brandt <orchid126@hotmail.com>
Ljungby, Småland Sweden - Monday, May 10, 1999 at 04:39:17 (EDT)
Intermadiate: 26 s
Cartolà <dafrulli@tin.it>
San Leo, Ps ITALY - Monday, March 22, 1999 at 16:19:25 (EST)

Hi Alex, nice page, I´m a spanish student (Computer Science) and my best times are 4 (small),
29(medium) and a wonderful 82 in the expert one done today 15-3-99 after more than 2 years playing
hard (I´ve other good times in expert level, 85,88,89,90...) It´s a pity the people cheating in a thing as
serious as winmine, and I would be very happy if there were any way of submit the records via
Internet without posibilities of cheating, until that day arrives, we have to believe what people says.
Two years ago my best time was 128 and I wouldn´t believe any one who told me his best time below
100 but now I´ve to altough times below 75 seems very increidible to me.
nacho <nacho@enusa.es>
Madrid, Madrid Spain - Monday, March 15, 1999 at 17:55:24 (EST)
Advanced 121 Seconds
EK Armstrong <armstek@hotmail.com>
Lacey, WA USA - Monday, March 15, 1999 at 13:25:42 (EST)
FYI I have updated my implementation with new score visualizations and more. Interested parties to
my page. My hope is that folks will prove their high score claims on a common server. Regards, Ted
Ted Rallis <tedrallis@yahoo.com>
San Mateo, CA USA - Tuesday, February 16, 1999 at 22:18:54 (EST)
FYI I have updated my implementation with new score visualizations and more. Interested parties to
my page. My hope is that folks will prove their high score claims on a common server. Regards, Ted
Ted Rallis <tedrallis@yahoo.com>
San Mateo, CA 94401 - Tuesday, February 16, 1999 at 22:18:29 (EST)
FYI I updated my minesweeper implementation with a new scores visualization and other stuff.
Interested parties to my page. My hope is that people will prove their high scores by playing on a
common server. Regards, Ted
Ted Rallis <tedrallis@yahoo.com>
San Mateo, CA USA - Tuesday, February 16, 1999 at 22:15:24 (EST)
Hello everyone. Congratulations for your best times. Even if you've lots of luck, you have to be very
good. My best times for the moment are: beginner 8 seconds / intermediate 45 seconds / expert 147
seconds. I'm trying hard to do it better. Looking forward to your new best times. Kind regards.
Wauters Fangio <fangio.wauters@searo.be>
Maldegem, Belgium - Wednesday, January 27, 1999 at 06:40:54 (EST)
Hi, I always thought my times were just the best ones. This seemed to be untrue. Nevertheless my
times are quite fast. Beginner:6 seconds/Intermediate:37 seconds Expert: 98 seconds
Jurjen Wilms <rgcwilms@cybercomm.nl>
Emmeloord, Flevoland Nederland - Monday, January 25, 1999 at 14:59:53 (EST)
No way do I believe anything under 100 seconds for the expert. Anyway, my personal bests are not all
that great, but I definitely did not cheat! Beginner: 7 seconds, Intermediate: 43 seconds, Expert: 143
seconds.
LLman <LCF@Temecula.com>
Riverside County, California USA - Friday, January 22, 1999 at 23:00:37 (EST)
Hi freaks. (Don't be silly. Anyone who plays this game hour after hour must be one... So me too!) I'm
really interested in the world record on expert level. I've read about something around 55 seconds.
According to my personal score of 90 seconds this sounds plausible. So, I would be really pleased if you
publish the value on your webpage. Please don't send me EMail. I'm sure you recognized my identity
is all fake. Sorry.
Marc Aleksander <alien@jupiter.com>
Heidelberg, Germany - Thursday, December 17, 1998 at 16:27:06 (EST)
Hey. Always like to read about other minesweeper addicts. As for me, I'm probably the definition of
one. There have been days in which I've played for at least 6 hours and I've even gotten a slight case of
RSI from playing this great game. This has resulted in some pretty good times : 4-B, 24-I, 66-E. As for

the world record, The fastest time I've seen that has been generally accepted is 51 seconds. I'm still far
away from that, but I think I might be to beat one minute in the future. Bye now.
Marc Schouten <marcx22@hotmail.com>
Delft, Netherlands - Saturday, December 12, 1998 at 22:26:36 (EST)
I must say, it is scary reading all these "Expert" times of less than 100 seconds - I have yet to see
someone do that with my own eyes. Anyway, my personal bests are not all that great, but I definitely
did not cheat! Beginner: 6 seconds, Intermediate: 37 seconds, Expert: 115 seconds.
Ezra Ip <ezraip@xtra.co.nz>
Waikanae, New Zealand - Sunday, December 06, 1998 at 21:53:14 (EST)
Awesome page! I thought I was the only one in the world who loved Minesweeper! My personal best:
Beg- 4sec, Int- 30sec, Expert- 105sec.
Tommy Simes <tommyboy55@aol.com>
Omaha, Ne USA - Friday, December 04, 1998 at 19:55:29 (EST)
Expert=99s/Inter.=33s/Beg.=1s. All I did was click one time to get the beginner score. Other than that,
my best is 4s. Now, I am trying to beat a custom board that's as large as possible (24X30)? with 200
mines. I have come close, but that is definitely not a speed level.
Derek L. Davidson <dddavids@topaz.iupui.edu>
Indianapolis, IN USA - Tuesday, December 01, 1998 at 16:46:14 (EST)
Don't do it any more, but I mineswept my way through grad school. 119/expert, 37/intermediate,
4/beginner. Its impressive to see the fast expert times, but can anybody beat my beginner time? I doubt
even a cheater could do that.
jbweis <jbweis@monad.net>
- Friday, November 27, 1998 at 11:36:12 (EST)
Egads, 90 seconds. My current record is 92. Also, for the sake of keeping things correct, last I heard
the world record was 59 seconds or something. scary. Anyways, it's good to see that I am getting
feedback here! I'll be moving the site to a new location in the near future, seeing as I will have my own
server. But anyways, happy minesweeping!
Alex Perel <veers@disturbed.net>
Toronto, Ontario Canada - Sunday, November 22, 1998 at 01:21:53 (EST)
Nov 98/Just broke my expert level again, and had to share immediately if only virtually. 90 seconds. I
may not be "the bomb" since I've heard the world record is 75 seconds, but I'm feeling pretty smug.
My best intermediate level score is 30 seconds, and beginner (if one wishes to go so low!) is 6 seconds.
While speed is most important, no one can deny that luck and the pattern you get has a lot to do with
your prospects. Cheerleading: I remember striving to beat 100 on intermediate. I remembering
despairing of ever clearing the expert field at all. All of us need to go through the same process of
learning patterns. Others have taken the time to illustrate these patterns, but I don't have the patience
for that. The more quickly you recognize patterns, the less you'll have to guess (mortal). When you can
clear intermediate most of the time, you're ready for expert. I will make one suggestion, though.
Remove the ? option from your mouse - if you need to erase a misplaced flag, it only slows you down.
If you don't know, leave it blank! 'Nuff said. Re: that xyyzz cheat - when you get as fast as I am, it only
slows you down. Your brain is waiting for your hand to catch up with flag placement. Great to hear
from other "mindsweepers" K
karen hagarman <karenh1@san.rr.com>
san diego, ca usa - Thursday, November 19, 1998 at 19:06:23 (EST)
i actually got some AWESOME scores on minesweeper, and i DID NOT CHEAT, contrary to what u
may think after reading these scores: beginner-8 seconds, intermediate-41 seconds, and expert
(drumroll)......117 seconds!! can u believe it? probably not. but that's ok. well, adios.
Helen <hewen85@yahoo.com>
Virginia Beach, VA U.S.A - Monday, November 02, 1998 at 21:37:02 (EST)

it is nice to know I'm not the only minesweeper fanatic in the world most of my friends including my
wife don't understand how I could spend an hour or 2 on this game but I like it I think minesweeper
rules
Brandon Neal <shadow@gomad.com>
FT. Lauderdale, Fl USA - Monday, October 05, 1998 at 10:01:47 (EDT)
I love minesweeper and keep an actual top score of 176 at the big one. I don't know if thats very good,
but I am proud I didn't cheat for that!! What does give you to cheat on this game - its only fun if you
run against time. Bye, don't play all night long, thats what I learned after somme years... Hanne.
Hanne Hangen <hangen@medinf.mu-luebeck.de>
Lübeck, Germany - Friday, August 28, 1998 at 14:51:02 (EDT)
Hehehehehehe... It's true. There's always a page about something...
Sean (Rogue4) <rogue4@banthafodder.com>
- Tuesday, June 23, 1998 at 23:35:24 (EDT)
You got a great page about minesweeping here! For those interested in an alternate minesweeper
which let you compare your scores with other people over the internet. Have a look at my homepage
and download it. Thanks.
Stefan Pettersson <stefpet@algonet.se>
Stockholm, Sweden - Tuesday, February 03, 1998 at 01:23:52 (EST)
What's up Perel. Well, i have to commend you on your good work on your webpage. One thing though,
get something else other than Minesweeper. Try some Warez, or Virii, or Mp3's, and a philez archive
for sure.
Robert <cyberbob@connection.com>
tor, ont can - Friday, December 19, 1997 at 22:44:00 (EST)
Taking the words shamelessly from www.feh.net... However, your page is technically impressive. And
why does this form not have wordwrap?
ZhaoTek <zzhao@sprint.ca>
Tek City, ZK Sananglos - Wednesday, November 26, 1997 at 22:14:10 (EST)
My best time is 59467 % 2 + 645 - 17465 - 9987 - 8121 + 2060 + 6 - 150 + 63 - 287 + 189 + 33000.5 29680 + 8 To end your curiosity the answer to the question truly is my top score.
Ken Lee <4piggies@interlog.com>
Toronto, Ontario Bahigilasha - Tuesday, November 04, 1997 at 22:07:11 (EST)
Hey Alex!!
Michaela Chambers <mchambers@maginet.com>
Ajax, Ontario Canada-eh! - Thursday, October 30, 1997 at 19:23:06 (EST)
Visit Star Wars Central. The hottest place on the web for Star Wars.
Rogue4 <rogue4@geocities.com>
Gallup, NM USA - Thursday, August 28, 1997 at 00:45:04 (EDT)
Alex, this is a really cool page. Now that I have graced this page with my presence and bring joy to
other pages. :) -> I still LOVE this face! Date of this historic event: August 3, 1997 9:22 pm.
Jenny Lee <4piggies@interlog.com>
Toronto and Oakville, Ontario Canada!!! :) - Sunday, August 03, 1997 at 21:20:41 (EDT)
Alex, this is a really cool page. Now that I have graced this page with my presence and bring joy to
other pages. :) -> I still LOVE this face! Date of this historic event: August 3, 1997 9:22 pm.
Jenny Lee <4piggies@interlog.com>
Toronto and Oakville, Ontario Canada!!! :) - Sunday, August 03, 1997 at 21:20:17 (EDT)

Someone come up with a good user interface for 3D minesweeper so I can code it! Dunno my best
times, I lost them in a hard disk wipe a few months ago, and Windoze decided not to reinstall
Minesweeper so I don't have any new ones...
Dale Whitmore <dalew@nfld.com>
St. John's, NF (it's not a state, it's a province! Damn American egocentricism...) Canada - Sunday, July 06,
1997 at 22:26:34 (EDT)
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